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THEME UP AND UNDER 

Hi, everybody. 

The vast field of the science of the future is filled with 

marvelous contradictions and paradoxes. While some scientists 

look into the 21st cen';/~ctnd~~ayS to explore Mars and Jupiter, 

others are conjecturing what the will look like if a few dozen 

nuclear bombs are exploded. 

Today, we will hear the • •• Ehrlich, 

LS~~."W he and other 

scientists predict WJuld result from a nu clear It is a world 

far more barren and damaged than we have imagined, even in the celebrated 

television film called "'Ihe Day After." 

Later in the program, we'll h ear from astro:r;h.ysic ist Margaret 

Burbidge as she looks into the 21st century and "i.ill~ outlines what 

her branch of science is hoping will be taking plaoe in the exploration 

of the universe. 

Ehrlich, 
Dr~ 11.0 is on the -- -.- - ~ i aculty of Stanford 

University in CMlifornia, was recorded this winter when he visited the 

State University of New York at Stony Brook. He was among the speakers 

in the University's Distinguished Lecture Several scientists, 

including cornell ~ Carl Sa a ,have been at work developing computer . mop~ls 
.... ~ ~t:t~"'*~~~~~~~f-

for a "Day-After" scenario. rei s )2£~w Paul Ehrlich explalns 
~J. WI? ~ \.tJ liJ l UrcJIf f\ ~ ~ 

TAPE of EHRLICH- end with AF'O) paUl fur ich ana his grim report 0 ,..,~ 

13: J) 
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M~st of what we know about the planets of our universe has 

been learned by looking throughlarrl-based telescopes or by 

computer-reconstruction of images sent from outer space by radio 

signals. What if we could put a huge telescope on D1..e moon? What 

would ve learn ab out our universe that we do no tJI ____ know row? 

Astronomists like E. Margaret Burb idge of the University of 

California at San Diego aream cb out such advanced exploration. And 

they do more---they work to make those dreams corne true. Dr. Burbidge 

told about "Astronomy of the Future: Looking into the 21st Century," 

during a visit in March to the Sta e universitlX~ YO~y Brook. 
~u...a--\~6- ~t..«.. u...t'~4.ALC',~ ~ \~ 1~4&~SW ~ ~ 

e goals of a space telesoopee she sa iO include trying to determine 
~ :-tw~( 

wheth er the Jaws of nature are universal in the space-time continuum. 

Scientists, of course, are. ever in pursuit of new information. Dr. 

Bum idge explains: 

BURBIDGE TAPE ~.tIZD~)~ 
r. Margaret BUIbidg e/t100king into the 21st century. 

AND UNDER 

28: :D 

BRIDGE MUSIC UP 

Next ~ek, we'll talk about our prejudices with an expert \\ho 

may help us understand wi.1.Y we feel the way we do about ..... some 

groups of people. I hope. you'll join us. Until then, this is Al Oickle. 

So long, everybody. 
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